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Six Readings of a Single Tefi: A Videoanal~ic

Session
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UniversiQ of Glmgow UK, Rogers Hti, UniversiQ of Calfomia, Berkele~ USA,

Ctistian Heati, Kings College, London, ~ Curds LeBaron, Universi~ of Colordo at

BouHeq USA, Ju&ti Olson, UniversiQ of Michigan, USA, Lucy Suchrnan, Xerox Palo

Alto Research Cente~ USA

me purpose of tis special session W be to fiu-
minate some of the possibIe ways in which we, as
observers and researchers, can come to understand
collaboration and how it is achieved within the
context of joint activity. Historicdy, w~aboration
has been studied in a variety of ways, both quanti-
tative and qufitative, drawing on the research tra-
ditions of boti tie psychologid and the socird
(i.e., Anthropology, Socioloa~, Lln=~istics,
Communications) sciences. Our god here is to
higtight some of these methodologicrd differ-
ences while at the same time demonstrating how
different approaches can each contribute to a rich-
er and more fu~y elaborati view of the collab-
orativeprocess. h preparation for this session six
researchers with extensive experience in studying
co~abomtion were asked to and~ a common
piae of data – a pre-selected se=~ent of vid~
taped interaction, involving three architects
engagd in the desia~ of a btiding. fich wfil
summari~ their fidings followed by a discussion
intended to higtight the complementarities and
incommensumbiities among the six analyses.
A wcnpt of the video se~ent w~ be distrib
uted to the audience and the video segment w~ be
playd fich of tie paehsts W then be given 10
minutes to describe how tiey wodd go about ana-
lytig this segmen~ me remainder of the session
wiU be devoted to an open discussion exploring
differences and cornrnontilties among the analyses
presentd
Questions to be discussd includti How does the
analytic approach appfied consti the types of
claims that might made about what is observed?
What are the tits of what can be learned by
micr~andytic studies of single settings? What
.tidance for the design of artifacts can be obtaind
from studies of this kind?
Anne H. Andemon
Unh’ers@ of Ghgow
Psychologists working in the field of CSCW have
tradition~y conducted laboratory studies of the
impact of various CSCW tihnologies such as
video conferencing on shared problem solving
task. hly own res=ch in CSCW fouowed this
tradition where witi coUeagues I invmtigated the

nature of co~aboration, communication and task
performance where pairs of participants either
worked in a c~located face-t~face setting or sup-
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ported by various communication technologies.
me anrdyticd techniques which we applied
involved detailed analysis of the structure and con-
tent of the resulting task didogues.
me didogue analysis involved exploring the
amount of speech rquired to complete the tasks in
mch communicative context and the nature of the
turn taking among speakers such as the frequency
of intemptions. Studies using these kinds of
analyses, combined with user satisfaction ques-
tioMaires have shown characteristic differences in
the way people couunnicate and collaborate when
engaged in face-t~face interaction, when support-
ed by off-the-shelf videophones, and when using
various qufities of videoconferencing tools (see
Anderson et d, 1996,1997).
We have dso combined such measures with very
detied anrdysis of the content of the didogues.
me nature of this content anrdysis was based on a
technique called Conversational Games Analysis
@owtko, kard & Doherty-Sneddon, 1991 ) which
involves assigning a communicative function to
each utterance based on its position in the
squence of the dirdogue, its verbal conten~ and its
prosody, combind with the analyst’s knowledge
of the stage of the problem solving task which has
been reached at the time of the utterance. me cat-
egories of Conversational Games include such
functions as instructing, qu~tioning, eficiting and
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providing feedback. me didogue is divided into a I
s~uence of these Conversational Games which !.
can contain several constituent utterances and even ,,
can contain embedded conversationrd games. ~s
system of analysis can be used refiably by differ-
ent judges and can be appfied to a range of prob-
lem solving tasks, such as shared route finding
tasks and lab simulations of a range of service
encountem such as travel booking and financial
services. me system has Wuminated how the dif-
ferences in the lengths of didogues which we
observed in earlier studies of video-supported and
face-to-face collaboration. Vlsud signrds in face-
to-face interactions seem to be used to substitute
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for a considerable amount of verbal feedback
betw=n participants but even high qufity confer-
encing systems do not seem to support such visual
interchanges between participants in a the same
way as face-to-face interactions @oherty-
Sneddon, Anderson et d, 1997).
hlore recendy we have moved from laboratory
sirmdations of shared work, to workplace studies
of cross- company virtual teams of engin=rs col-
laborating supported by videoconfemceing and
various shared .-phicd tools. k andytig these
work place meetings we have had to devise news
fores of communication analysis. Mthough tis
anrdyticrd work is sti in developmen~ early stud-
ies of how the interaction is distributed across C*
present and remote participants, how the content
of the discussion can be assi=~d to problem-solv-
ing @ social ti, technolo=q ~ are aheady
rev*g interesdng aspect about the impacts of
technology and virtual team working (Carle@
Anderson & hfcEwan, 1998).
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How to Follow Learning in the Coordinated
Assembly of Representational States?
Rogers Hd, Untiersi@ of Califom& Berkeley
A centi feature of co~aborative learning is par-
ticipating in the coordinated assembly of represen-
tationrd states (C. Goodwin, 1993 Hd, 199G
Hutchins, 1995% 1995h Ochs, Jacoby, and
Gondes, 199% Saxe, 1991). Much of my recent
research focuses on this type of actiti~ in ong~

ing, multi-party interaction around shard tasks,
drawn from middle school mathematics class-
rooms and adult workplaces where people design
things @roll, in press, 1995; HW and Stevens,
1995, 1996). From an empirical perspective,
assembfig representations is a densely presen~
emergeng and mundane activity in school and pro- ~
fessiond settings where people work together. But
giving an adequate account of this activity poses
several theoretical problems:
● How do people bring talk, embodied activity, and
various forms of inscription into coordination as
they work (i.e., how do they assemble representa-
tional states)?
● How should we distinguish between making and
using representational forms, including differences
in the prevrdence of these activities and their
development trajectories?
● How is access to participation in these activities
organi~ in different settings, both as a problem
for adequate description and as an issue in instruc-
tionrd design?
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● How can different perspectives on.’’competence”
be rdigned in studying, designing, or participating ,’
in these activities?
My contribution to the proposed panel would be to
foreground the work of representational assembly
and then to return to the theoretic~methodologi-
cd issues raised above.
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hly approach to andytig videotaped data is best
descnbd as micr~ethnographic, which in my
case involves a convergence of two competencies:
1. hfetiods that focus on Mk, especially
Conversation Anrdysis;
2. hfethods that focus on embodid action, such as
Context Anrdysis.
Conversation Analysis and Context Analysis are
easily combined because both are dede~
descriptive, structi, and naturtistic approaches.
Both methods help account for the relationship
between form and meaning, which is basic to
structism. Behavior is not regarded as an
extemrd display of intemd meaning, but as a form
out of which people create mags. Most forms
(whether hguistic or embodied) are under-speci-
fied but become meaningful for participants as
they constitute their contex~
Conversation Analysts describe the role of spoken
utterances within strips of interaction. Utterances
are treated as socird actions. Special attention is
given to tie ongoing orderkess of ~ because
the s~uentid placement of an utterance helps to
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determine its social action. Utterances are shaped
by tieir particular context (utterances have no
meaning outside context); utterances register their
context @participantsdisplay situational relevance
to one another); and utterances constitute a context
of subsquent social interaction (cotext). In sum,
people make sense of their world, ascribe meaning
to their world, and create structure for their
world—through ti. Conversation Analysis is
unabashedly microscopic, because, as Oliver
Sacks has written, a “detailed smdy of small phe-
nomena may give an enormous understanding of
tie way humans do things”.
Context Analysts study how people move their
bodies and occupy space in orderly ways.
Pioneered by Ray Birdwhistell and Erving
Goffman, this approach regards face-to-face inter-
action as a spatial process. Participants move so as
to sw and hear each other, arranging themselves in
ways that show their mutual involvement and tieir
understanding of the current activity. Behaviors
such as head movements or postural shifts have no
intrinsic meaning rather, they are social actions to
be understood through their relationship with other
embodied behaviors, occurring within a context
that participants cons~ct.
Mtogether, the present method involves four sets
of related activities:
● Recording naturrd trdk and embodied action.
● Repeatd observing.
● Transcribing and di~titing.
● Composing descriptions and reporting findings.
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